
perfect powder pals
Perhaps it’s time your customers met a couple of new friends: Mary Kay® Mineral Bronzing Powder and
Mary Kay® Mineral Highlighting Powder. 

With new Mary Kay® Mineral Bronzing Powders and Mary Kay® Mineral Highlighting Powders, customers have more options than ever before 
for defining facial features, adding a warm glow or highlighting and illuminating! This radiant pair offers complete freedom to mix and match 
any shade combination to customize the perfect look for any skin tone. 

Featuring our new vitamin A-, C- and E-enriched formula, each bronzing and highlighting unit actually includes two shades that can be 
swirled together with a Compact Powder Brush or the Powder Brush from the Mary Kay® Brush Collection for the most natural effect (tap off excess
product after swirling). Each unit is either all matte or all shimmer and includes a recommended skin tone, so you can help customers easily select
what’s right for them. Plus, each bronzer and highlighter doubles as cheek and eye color. Two units fit side by side in the new Mary Kay® Compact. 
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Mary Kay® Mineral Bronzing Powders
Shimmer bronzing powders add natural highlights to the 
complexion, while matte bronzing powders add warmth. $12

Mary Kay® Mineral Highlighting Powders
Highlighting powders illuminate lighter skin tones for a
more radiant look. $12

Apply:

■ Under the eyes (great to 
use after work to brighten 
eyes after a long day)

■ At the sides of the nose
■ Along smile lines

■ Below the lower lip at the crease
of the chin

■ On the chin if you have a heart-
shaped face to help make the chin
look wider and balance the face

Pink Stardust (Shim
m

er)

Pink Porcelain (M
atte)

Bronze Diva (Matte)

Canyon Gold (Shimmer)

Mary Kay® Mineral Highlighting Powder 
Application Tips
Apply either shade to the area of the face you want to highlight: tops of 
cheekbones, down the center of the nose, above the center of the upper
lip (this defines the lip and gives lips a pouty look without lip liner).

Use Pink Porcelain only on areas you want to brighten, listed below.
(You would not want to use Pink Stardust because the shimmer is too
intense for these small areas.) Note that Pink Porcelain can be used in the
same way as the MK Signature® Facial Highlighting Pen to instantly
brighten and lift these shadowy areas of the face.

Mary Kay® Mineral Bronzing Powder 
Application Tips

■ When used on ivory and beige skin tones, bronzers provide a sun-kissed
effect. Apply where the sun hits you: forehead, cheeks, nose, shoulders
and décolleté (to even out skin tone). 

■ When used on bronze skin tones, bronzers add warmth to the complex-
ion and can even out skin tone. 

Transition Tips
For customers who loved Mary Kay® Dual-Coverage Powder Foundation, Mary Kay®

Sheer Mineral Pressed Powder is sure to be a hit.  For customers who look for more

coverage,  Mary Kay® Mineral Powder Foundation is a great choice. Also, note that

Mary Kay® Creme-To-Powder Foundation and Day Radiance® Cream Foundation 

(in most original shades) return in the new square pan to fit the Mary Kay® Compact.

Day Radiance® Cream Foundation is now $16 suggested retail. 

Desert Sun (Shimmer)

Sandstone (Matte)


